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The Science of

tress

The Nervous System
When it comes to stress, the body has a natural system that helps to bring us back 
to homeostasis or equilibrium: the nervous system. The nervous system is made 
up of both the Somatic and Autonomic (Central and Peripheral) nervous systems. 
The Somatic system is responsible for muscle movement while the Autonomic 
system is responsible for automatic bodily functions. We have little control over 
the autonomic nervous system as it works to control heart rate, respiration, 
digestion, blood vessel dialation and restriction amongst other functions. 

There are 2 divisions in the autonomic nervous system - the Sympathetic Nervous 
System and the Parasympathetic Nervous System. The Sympathetic Nervous 
System originates in the spinal cord and its main function is to trigger the fight 
or flight response.  The Parasympathetic Nervous System originates in the sacral 
spine (the upper spine) and works to activate the “rest and digest” response after 
a “flight or flight” reaction has occurred.

S
The ‘S’ word
It’s a word that occupies our thoughts and feelings far too often than it should. 
Stress is the outcome of being under pressure, in danger, or pulled in multiple 
directions at once. When it becomes chronic, stress can have some serious side 
effects such as increased blood pressure, fatigue, depression, anxiety and in 
severe cases, diabetes, heart disease and stroke. No wonder stress tends to 
have a bad reputation. 

However, some stress is necessary. Stress allows us to navigate our experiences 
and determine whether they are good, bad, or a threat to our survival. 
Periodically experiencing different types of stressors can make us less reactive 
and better able to manage similar types of stress in the future. Having exposure 
to stress in doses, with adequate time to recover, can make you stronger and 
more resilient, helping you rise to life’s challenges. 



Your body goes through a number of 

noticeable changes when the SNS 

fight or flight response is activated:

Further physiological changes that 

go unnoticed during fight or flight 

include: 

Fight or Flight Explained 
The Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS), or “fight or flight” stress response is a 
fast-acting physiological reaction that occurs when the mind observes a perceived threat. 
The response is initially triggered in the brain where an almond-shaped structure responsible 
for recognizing emotions called the amygdala, sends a threat message to the hypothalamus. The 
hypothalamus’ job is to then release hormones that communicates to the body letting it know that there 
is a perceived threat. Two key hormones released during this process are epinephrine (adrenaline) and 
cortisol – otherwise known as the ‘stress hormone’. As these hormones circulate throughout the body, 
they automatically increase blood pressure, blood sugar and heart rate in order to pump more blood 
and energy into the larger muscles and extremities. Simultaneously, digestion and excretion are reduced 
drastically. All these automatic changes take place in order to prepare us with a quick burst of energy 
needed to fight off a predator or run for our lives so to speak.  But there’s one huge flaw in this response. 
The brain’s amygdala is unable to distinguish between a true threat, and a perceived threat. In other words, 
the brain can’t tell the difference between a real threat to its survival, and the terrorist attack we’re hearing 
about on TV. 

Although the human brain has evolved from a time where our ancestors had to be hypervigilant at all times 
in order to survive, today’s brain still responds the same way to everyday stress. While most of us aren’t 
faced with life-threatening situations on a daily basis, our bodies get the message from our brains that this 
is indeed the case.

These are all-natural processes designed to keep us alive during a threat and it is okay to be in this state 
for short periods of time. However, when our modern lifestyle compels us to have our SNS turned on for the 
majority of our waking hours, over time the body starts to exhaust itself. Carrying this tension for extended 
periods of time can have a large effect on our mental and physical health.

As we spend too much time in fight or flight, the mind and body start to re-evaluate physiological baseline 
levels of functioning. Our blood pressure and resting heart rate are constantly going up as the fight or flight 
response is activated. When this happens more and more, the body begins to recover at a higher rate. For 
example, when blood pressure was once an average 120 over 80, after long term affects of fight or flight it 
wants to rest at 130 over 90. Similarly, as hormones steadily surge through the body during fight or flight, the 
body and brain become unable to properly reset hormonal levels resulting in improper adrenal and immune 
function.

• Increased blood pressure 
• Increased heart rate
• Contraction of the muscles in the arms, legs, 

hands, feet, neck and shoulders
• Pupils dilate and hair stands up on end 
• Perspiration
• Saliva production is reduced causing dry 

mouth
• Difficulty thinking clearly

• Dilation of the lung’s bronchial tubes to 
maximize oxygen input

• The liver releases glucose to provide energy 
to the muscles

• Blood platelets thicken (this will allow blood to 
clot in the case we get wounded)

• Digestions halts so that energy can be used 
elsewhere 

• Bladder relaxes decreasing output of urine



Rest and Digest Explained 
The Parasympathetic Nervous System (PNS), or “rest and digest” response is a much 
slower system than the SNS, fight or flight response. The “rest and digest” response is 
responsible for bringing the body back to homeostasis, restoring calm and relaxation back into 
the body. The “rest and digest” response is designed to maintain long-term health by conserving 
energy and preserving the body’s various systems.  

The body undergoes a series of counterbalancing changes when the rest 
and digest response is activated:

• Heart beat slows bringing to back to your resting rate
• Muscles relax 
• Pupils and blood vessels constrict for normal functioning
• Bladder tightens for regular output
• Saliva increases, and digestive enzymes are release as digestion returns to its natural state

Stressful events are a fact of life. It’s not a question about if they will happen – it’s a question 
of when. Although we can’t always alter or change our situations, we can seek out tools and 
strategies to combat the affects these stressful events have on our lives. When responding to a 
stressful situation, we need to train ourselves to consciously activate the rest and digest response 
as soon possible once we’ve recognized there is no perceived threat. 
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The SNS is triggered in the brain, whereas the PNS can be activated by the lungs and heart. What this 
means is although the autonomic nervous system is involuntary, there is one exception - the breath. 
Practicing deep diaphragmatic breathing during times of stress can help to decrease the symptoms of 
the SNS by massaging the abdominal organs, slowing the heart rate and lowering blood pressure. The 
more time we spend in the PNS “rest and digest” mode, the better. Learning to activate the PNS will 
help reduce the side effects from the SNS including stress on your heart, arteries, digestive, adrenal and 
immune systems. As a result of being more conscious of how your body reacts to stress, you become 
better at managing a stressful situation, avoiding many conditions associated with chronic stress and 
adrenal fatigue. 

Here are a few ideas you can try to activate the PNS:

• Deep Breathing

• Deep diaphragmatic breathing
  • Matching the inhales to the exhales; watching the breath travel throughout the body, and;    

     lengthening out the exhales if possible.

• Meditation 
  • Becoming the calm observer of your thoughts, or; conduct a body scan or focus on just one part   

     the mouth: its temperature, positioning and amount of saliva. See how this changes as you begin   

     to relax. The heart: its rhythm and volume. See how these qualities change as you focus on them. 

• Relaxation activities
  • Massage 

  • Soaking in a hot bath

  • Reading a book

  • Being present in nature

• Practicing gratitude - instilling feelings of love, peace and goodwill to yourself and others.

Other stress management strategies that help to offset the “fight or flight” 
response include:

• Eating a healthy diet
• Getting regular exercise
• Rest – this doesn’t necessarily mean sleep. You want to allow the body and mind to rest fully. Get good 

and comfortable for a few minutes a day. Sit by a fire, curl up with a book, or visit with a friend. 
• Sleep habits – follow a routine and get between 7-9 hours daily.


